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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

  
 
New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

  
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

  
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

  
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
 
2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

  
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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3-8-2019 Pentagons International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away - Commanders
will rape a women Today! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away Just the Rapists in War...
Read about this in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the
NY Times article. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 Pentagons International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away - Commanders
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will rape a women Today, you will only read this on this web page as the NY Times
and Washington Post editors could have written this as headlines only to be cut up
with a Bone Saw by several Pentagon Generals and Admirals in Key West, grin! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 For all the progress women have made, they are still a long way from
"Star Wars" and getting to Drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to the Pentagon... held
against their will they have to drive gas engine cars on Women's Day. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 Pentagon’s efforts that they continued to not have a grip on this,
alienated the communities of Men and Women Husbands and Wife's who want to
brainstorm and write a Noble Winning Novel that cures cancers and all diseases on
Earth including rape and rape in War's!” A senior research scholar at Yale Law
School as the Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by the Key West Navy in
2011, the only thing the Pentagon has a grip on is oil money of $777 Trillion
dollars... and bone saws used on wife's coming home from War's is classified and
stats censored from the NY Times and Washington Post. Who was the senior AF
commander who raped her... search for this. Martha McSally’s Disclosure should
have been the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and the Jew Hero Driver assassinated by
the commander of the Jewish Nation! How many war crimes are we going to
disclose on the front page of the NY Times? An Unapologetic Trudeau Speaks Up
on Trillions in Oil and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Crisis Rattling Canada's war
crimes. Unapologetic Trump-Salman-Putin, Cheer we have $777 Trillion in Oil
Money and this is riches beyond belief $$$. Why Starbucks on Campus is facing
protest, it's about the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte that cost $7 Trillion as a
Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. Oppenheimer today is taking apart H-Bombs and
putting them back together, if he refuses he will be fired again. Jimmy Carters
Georgia Plantation owners are run the same way in curing diseases and making
everyone richer than Citizens in Qatar. MaCains eternity in Hell can't get into
Jimmy Carters Brain. Many wonder why outside aid has flooded in for Ebola, but
not for malaria, diarrhea or other common, debilitating diseases that afflict many
more people... 2019 Ford WindmillRV Habitat for Humanity Homes in the millions,
paid for by the Trillions in Oil Revenues. Trillions in oil money for decades, to more
than 100 armed groups, as well as security forces posing a constant threat of
violence to the population. Scorching and highly unusual self-assessment by Dr. Liu,
who included her organization Doctors at the UN among those that had fallen
short. Trillions for Guns not public health don’t mix. Another problem, Dr. Liu said,
is that some patients do not seek treatment until it is too late to save them, with
the breast cancer tumor coming through the breast. This picture is on a Google
image search not on the front page of the NY Times or Washington Post even
though the Owners of the papers have seen these images they do nothing, like
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driving by fiery wrecks today! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 "Search Google images for the 700 beheadings in Mecca in 2019.
"Denmark Charges 14 People With Unlawfully Sharing Video of Beheading" By
MARTIN SELSOE SORENSEN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 “Car thieves used to have crowbars; now they use laptops,” Cars will
have iPhone's with GPS and iDash Cam's iCop's and iTickets, Bike thieves use to
have cable cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted
Sun Tike while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves use to outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... use to have storage units full of bike seats and front
wheel's 100's of them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 "By Jim Motavalli Going back at least a decade, cars have been targeted
by hackers, some who ended up working with the industry, others acting
maliciously. But vehicles now carry far more electronic equipment, and autonomous
driving, relying on sensors, cameras and radar, is on the horizon, with all kinds of
ripe new targets. Concern that cars could be seriously hacked is not a article for
the front page of the NY Times today. Gina at the CIA hacking 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte Recipe is the story Jim Motavalli should have written
for the Times today. Jumping ahead a decade cars will all be 2019 Ford
WindmillCARS drive through at Starbucks will have the Rx Pink Latte cure for
breast-ovary cancer, if the NY Times starts hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secret, hell with hacking a Ford gas engine car really. "A mock-up of Bugatti’s $19
million “Black Car” at the Geneva International Motor Show, which is opening this
week." By Jerry Garrett. Mock the Geneva International Rx Recipe's for Cancer
Cure Show which is not opening this week! Aston Martin, Ferrari, Bentley, Rolls-
Royce, Lamborghini this week's Geneva Show for Prince Salman not USA women
with Breast-Ovary Cancers running on empty promise of a Miracle Cure Rx Latte at
Starbucks. 
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3-8-2019 Pentagon Exodus to Sirius what will we find? Mexican archaeologists
found ceramic artifacts that appear to be over 1,000 years old under the ancient
city of Chichén Itzá. Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 

  
 

 
 
 
 
Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 
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Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer,
win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
updated to 2019 Specs! 
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The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 40 Stories about writing the Hemingway House Writing Class Noble
Novel with a invention project and character in every chapter was lost to Military
Stories - "40 Stories From Women About Life in the Military Servicewomen and
veterans share the stories that have stayed with them from their time in the
military." By LAUREN KATZENBERG 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 Oppenheimer is a POW at Los Alamos today and would be bone sawed if
he worked on a cure for ovary cancer today at Los Alamos - "First of 40 Stories.
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Consider pioneers like Capt. Rosemary Mariner, who was one of the first female
Navy pilots in the 1970s and the first woman to lead a naval aviation squadron.
She died in January from ovarian cancer, and her memory was honored last month
with a flyover using all-female pilots. Or First Lt. Marina A. Hierl, who in 2018
became the first woman in the Marine Corps to command an infantry platoon."
What did the Pentagon censor out of her military story? Oppenheimer getting fired
by 100's of Generals at the Pentagon all screaming you are fired Oppenheimer we
want H-Bombs at Los Alamos today!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 "I Took Off My Helmet So They Could See I Was a Girl Too. Lt.
Kimberly Herm, Navy, 2009-Present. I was deployed to Kunar Province,
Afghanistan, in 2012. As a civil engineer, my job was to oversee construction
projects like schools, roads, bridges and canals. Sometimes we would visit the
schools while classes were going on, and the girls would be scared and try to hide.
When this happened, I would take off my helmet and sunglasses so they could see
I was a girl too. Their reaction would immediately change, and they would all focus
on my every move, looking away, laughing and blushing if I looked at them. I have
always hoped that my presence there, as a female engineer trying to improve their
schools, had a positive impact on these young girls. Lauren Katzenberg is the editor
of the The Times Magazine’s At War channel. For more stories about the
experiences and costs of war, is women in the USA driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for Victory over Allah and Mobs of gas
station owners waiting for the 4th of July 2019 and $4 a gallon gas!" 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 Ivanks wants $777 Trillion Dollars for GF's, grin. Buy them all a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR. President Donald Trump's 2020 budget proposal will include
$100 million for a global women's fund spearheaded by his daughter Ivanka Trump.
A White House official told The Associated Press that the budget, expected to be
released Monday, will include the funding for the Women's Global Development and
Prosperity Initiative. The administration last month launched the government-wide
project, led by the Republican president's daughter and senior adviser. The new
initiative aims to help 50 million women in the developing world get ahead
economically over the next six years. It involves the State Department, the
National Security Council and other agencies. And it aims to coordinate current
programs and develop new ones to help women in areas such as job training,
financial support and legal or regulatory reforms. 
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3-8-2019 Apple C-commector replaces all your home outlets. Outdated Two-Prong
Outlets. If your home has two-prong outlets, there’s no safe way to update them
to modern three-prong outlets, short of calling a licensed electrician. By
Wirecutter Staff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all your GE appliances... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-8-2019 "I teach information privacy to law students. I gave my class an optional
exercise to complete over spring break that illustrated the difference between the
privacy we think we have when we’re in public and the privacy we actually have.
The instructions were straightforward: At some point in the next two weeks, try to
determine a stranger’s identity, in a public place, using only Google search on your
phone, based on things the stranger said loudly enough for lots of others to hear
and things that are displayed on the person’s clothing or bags, like logos or a
monogram. "I teach information privacy to law students." This is why Yale Law
School Campus will be given to the Yale Medical School Campus. War Crimes by Law
Professors. By Kate Klonick. Dr. Klonick is a lawyer. Kate Klonick is an assistant
professor at St. John’s University Law School. When Kate came out of the building
on campus her bike seat and front wheel were gone... she wondered if there was
any security cameras on her bike. In a true 1984 society she would be able to view
the video and get the bike seat thefts GPS off his iPhone and call him to return
her stole bike seat and front wheel. Millions of times a day today and 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ could care less. 
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3-7-2019 New York City bureaucracy is unwelcoming to the tabletop charcoal grills
seen in Hanoi, so an electric grill under a metal screen is embedded in each table.
Hanoi MD's writing Art of the Diagnosis of Charcoal grills in the Hanoi Times have
to wait for Star Wars MD Times, grin. 
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3-7-2019 Ivanda, Senator Martha McSally, Melania Trump’s ‘Be Best’ Tour Shows
the Limits of a Pink Cancerous Message to Trump who never will be a MD! Ivanda,
Senator Martha McSally, Melania Trump need to send a message to the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for total victory
over Allah and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Questions For and About Jared Kushner, did Prince Salman give him a
$100 Billion dollars Secret Swiss Bank Account and can the UN in Geneva get the
Swiss Bankers to post this on Facebook? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 10's of thousands of Generals and Admirals are given a Dishonorable
Discharge over the rape of Senator McSally and Rape in War's going on today. MD
This Is the Truth About Vaccines Deadly diseases that should be seen only in
history books are showing up in our emergency rooms. By BRETT P. GIROIR,
ROBERT R. REDFIELD and JEROME M. ADAMS Deadly senior military Generals
and Admirals are putting women in the ER over rape and fights. This should only be
in military history books and movies at West Point. Prince Salman is a bad influence
on the General Staff. Rape in Saudi Arabia by the Senior Prince in history books,
ha! Washington Post could print this but are afraid of bone saws in the mail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Police General Database of 250 million iPhone iDash Cam's in all military
and civilian cars, Siri has a lot to crunch into law breakers... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 How Does the Catholic Church Redeem Itself? Pope Francis just married
to 4 Wife's drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca, Rome and Manhattan,
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his lic plate reads 'McCain's Hell' 
  

 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Police hoping to identify body of girl found in Air Force duffel bag as
Senator McSally. 100's of Senator McSally clones coming home from war have
been murdered by senior commanders, husbands and its all Secret like the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 The constitutional court said the Thai Raksa Chart Party had committed
“hostile acts” toward the monarchy by nominating a member of the royal family as
a candidate for prime minister. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan
committed “hostile acts” toward the USA military Top Brass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 She Defended Iranian Women Who Removed Their Head-Coverings. Now
She Is a Convict being raped, and they tell little girls around the world you can not
win against Men with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Yes Mothers will tell little girls
men have $777 Trillion in oil revenues and are Mad Men, Murderers and Rapists
worst than Henry VIII and some are living in London. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of Life. Pollution Is
Infecting the heart, lungs, DNA, giving many brain cancers... Brazen BP Oil -
Exxon/Mobil and French Total Oil Company believe this is WW III over Trillions
and trillions of dollars. WHO at the UN has been defeated by so many Oil
Companies! Danny Lavone Burch, who worked for an oil company in Yemen, was
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rescued last week in an operation led by the United Arab Emirates with help from
the United States. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Senator Martha McSally, Republican of Arizona and the first woman in
the Air Force to fly in combat, told a hushed Senate hearing room on Wednesday
that she had been raped by a superior officer, one of multiple times she was
sexually assaulted. was appointed to the seat once held by Senator John McCain,
did not offer any details about the assaults or name the senior officer. Defense
Department received 6,769 reports of rape 600,769 reports of rape in war! $777
Trillion in oil revenues from Prince Salman influenced immunity from rape and
murder in the USA hierarchical culture of the military, which is governed by
centuries-old systems of law and justice now richer than any General could believe
with $777 Trillion in oil revenues, $300 million a week just from Baghdad. Today
retaliation from their USA commanding officers is paid bone saw assassins. Ms.
McSally flew an A-10 Thunderbolt II attack aircraft while enforcing the no-fly
zone over southern Iraq after the 1991 Persian Gulf war. She was deployed in
Kuwait in January 1995, and took command of the 354th Fighter Squadron in July
2004. Sex Slaves are in Kuwait today and were in Kuwait in 1995 under the
Pentagon Generals. Prince Salman is not the only one with immunity thanks to $777
Trillion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 MD Discovers; He Has a Disease Most People Thought No Longer
Existed... 'Rapist in War!' 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Invention News 1 Click Amazon links. Good News: Opioid Prescribing
Fell. The Bad? Pain Patients Suffer, Doctors Say. Invention News 1 Click Amazon
links are censored at the NY Times and Washington Post. Getting another Rx
Recipe for Opiod's is not up and running or a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos
crunching Opiod recipes. 
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3-7-2019 Tesla Swerves on Strategy, Growing Doubts about keeping the Gravity
Engine invention in 2019 off 1 Click Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Food Fight over food packaging, Whole Foods and Publix with no frozen
food section as frozen packaging replaced the aisles and aisles of frozen foods in
one -254 C Birds Eye invention in 2019. Censored by Amazon and the Washington
Post, NY Times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 1,001 IP invention projects from Apple, Your car and house key is your
iPhone. This Tech Makes D.I.Y. Key Duplication Easy. Maybe Too Easy. MinuteKey
and My Key Machine grow quickly. KeyMe has kiosks in 2,000 stores across 46
states for retailers like Safeway, Bed Bath & Beyond and 7-Eleven, and the
company said the number was rising. KeyMe also offers a mobile app that lets you
take a photo of a key and store the data on its servers. That means if you are
locked out, you can simply go to a kiosk, log in to your account and quickly cut a
duplicate key. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Steve Jobs, millions of them have died a tortured death while Los
Alamos reworks nukes over and over again and again. Alex Trebek, Longtime
‘Jeopardy!’ Host, Says He Has Pancreatic Cancer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders on all these Harvard Grads.
Misdiagnosis in print and graded. What would have saved their lives? Spelled out in
this new Book Art of the Diagnosis. "Harvard Law School’s Class of 1979: The
‘Love Section’" who didn't apply to medical school, they didn't see any reasoning
to. Same as West Point Cadets today are not in Yale Medical School as they saw
no reasoning to it. 
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3-7-2019 Millions of gas station owners hand picked by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
Thousands of New Millionaires Are About to Eat San Francisco Alive... $$$ $4 gas
on the 4th of July 2019. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Exodus to Sirius what will we find? Mexican archaeologists found ceramic
artifacts that appear to be over 1,000 years old under the ancient city of Chichén
Itzá. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Trump's tweets all these years if he had a MD!! Hanoi Burger's at
McDonald is want Trump ordered in Hanoi, really! How to be a better MD when you
didn't get into Medical School yet.'Oil Spill Threatens a Treasured Coral Atoll in
the South Pacific" By JACQUELINE WILLIAMS Black Clouds in the Traffic ahead
are not thunder storms but clouds of diesel exhaust causing birth defects and
cancers in Jimmy Carter's grandchildren. Jimmy Carter remains silent on orders
from the Navy Top Brass. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 WHO; this is spare change in lives as compared to the Millions Jimmy
Carter has murdered with Peanuts + Pollution! A fundamental rewrite of the
W.H.O.’s charter would be needed to fix what is sometimes called the agency’s
“birth defect.” Its regional officers are independently elected, and have large
staffs and budgets they are reluctant to cut. Some even resist cooperating with
headquarters in Geneva. That has had serious consequences. The slow response to
the 2014 West African Ebola outbreak, blamed partly on tension between the
Africa regional office and headquarters in Geneva under Dr. Tedros’s predecessor,
Dr. Margaret Chan, allowed that outbreak to spiral out of control until it ultimately
killed more than 11,000 people. W.H.O. headquarters, where bureaucrats on
generous United Nations salaries resist leaving the shores of Lac Léman. Jimmy
Carter's 1984 HQ will be in a Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial next Super Bowl.
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3-7-2019 Syphilis in Georgia for new mothers is the highest in the USA do you
see Jimmy Carter here in Georgia? Dr. Tedros was elected in part to reform the
W.H.O. It was also hoped that relations between Geneva and the African region,
where so many outbreaks occur, would improve, because he is a former Ethiopian
health minister and knows many other officials there. He has repeatedly gone to
the front lines of outbreaks to show his support; he is expected to soon make his
third trip to the Democratic Republic of Congo to make the world more aware of
the Ebola crisis along its eastern border. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 Syphilis in Georgia in WW II times. World War II era. When the
W.H.O. was founded in 1948, three power blocs struggled over the direction it
would take. France, Belgium, Holland and Portugal — who had most of the world’s
tropical disease specialists — had tried to keep overseeing what had been their
colonial health networks from Geneva. Georgia Plantation Owners are today Georgia
Gas Station owners with trillions in illegal gas money thanks to the 1980 Jimmy
Carter Ford WindmillCAR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 WHO in NYC 100 kids dead from Whooping Cough so far in 2019.
W.H.O. are anxious to get past it. The rapid spread around the world of lethal
diseases like Ebola, SARS, bird flu and cholera has made it abundantly clear that
responses to epidemics must be global, not merely national or regional. By Donald
G. McNeil Jr. NYC. Yes Don not Donald Trump censored out Whooping Cough
deaths in 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-7-2019 
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Kim-Trump look over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming through her
breast... both walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink
Latte!! 

  
 
 
 
 
Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Illuminating the Risks of Star War and the Gravity Engine Invention Project with 1
Click Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors. MD Discovers; He Has a Disease
Most People Thought No Longer Existed... 'War!' War is a Disease and Yale Key
West Medical School Students will make more money and have more gov perks than
West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity in brainstorming a Cure for
'War' via Exodus by Jews into 12 Trillion Galaxies! Making first contact with
Aliens in our Universe killed by Never Ending Wars on Earth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 Michael Bloomberg Will Not Run for President in 2020 but will be running
ahead of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's racing behind him for War Crimes from
9/11 pirating Oil since 9/11 into $77 Trillion all illegal like Bone Saw Salman-Putin.
The billionaire former New York City mayor said he would not seek the presidency,
avoiding a crowded primary field that is generally to the left of him. To the left
of us is the Jew Hero in NYC driving the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's into Mecca and
Manhattan over Bloomberg. Gov. Philip D. Murphy’s budget included an expanded
income tax on those making over $1 Trillion to help pay for what he said are the
state’s pressing needs. By NICK CORASANITI $$$ Oppression of the Mass of
Humanity all 4 Billion of us by Mobs of Gas Station Owners lead by Salman-Trump-
Putin and BP Oil Men in London. $777 Trillion dollars Qatar has would have made
everyone in the USA, India, China, Pakistan rich with clean air of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Jewish Hero's Driving 1,001 IP invention projects into Exodus
to Sirius and Aliens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 In the Middle of His Official Business, Trump Took the Time to Send
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Checks to Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Moscow Oil Company and the French
of course. Alabama is so poor the tornado warning was a con as there was no
tornado shelters, or even shelters from T- Showers but the bus stop in the city.
Stopping the loss from building a million gas stations China's 1984 Oil Criminals
have decisions to make about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. North Korea has not
started building 1 million gas stations. North Korea Has Started Rebuilding Key
Missile-Test Facilities, Analysts Say" By CHOE SANG-HUN 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 American Woman, Divorced From Saudi Husband, Is Trapped in Saudi
Arabia, 40,000 USA women will die in Saudi Arabia Trapped by a Bone Saw Prince
and his Trump Card of Oil Revenue in the Trillions of dollars. Bloomberg and his
inner circle will be sued for these wrongful deaths profiting from Saudi oil. By BEN
HUBBARD 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 One More Time, With Big Data: Measles Vaccine Doesn’t Cause Autism.
Dr. Trump MD who failed to get into Yale and Harvard Medical School to avoid
Vietnam has racked up millions of childhood deaths from not making childhood
vaccine mandatory world wide at WHO at the UN. His UN Ambassador's have
other things to take up with the UN. Not Mandatory Childhood Vaccine world wide
by Homeland MD Security staff at airports. Parents of West Point Cadets who
read this web page try to get their kids into a Yale or Harvard Medical School.
It's better to be a Medical School Student than join the Key West Navy like
Jimmy Carter... Why the USA didn't have to pay Vietnam, Hanoi 100's of Trillions
of dollars for using Napalm in Vietnam, because Dr. Jimmy Carter MD failed to win
a Noble in Medicine. Post Vietnam President of the USA with a MD. Hell No We
Won't Go! "But gene therapy and gene editing are moving at a lightning pace, and it
is not unreasonable to think that some researcher somewhere will find a way to do
for the immune system what these bone-marrow transplants did for these
patients." 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have used their Bone Saws on Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD the next President of the USA in 2020. Trump's tweets all these
years if he had a MD!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 40,000 Pink Graves at Arlington all these years in the NY Times by
Mujib Mashal "Homes Lost and Lives Trampled, Rural Afghans Urgently Want
Peace" By MUJIB MASHAL 40K dead USA women every year Mujib was in
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Afghanistan censored out by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. legislation that determines
the extent of the F.D.A.’s authority, the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
has not been updated since it was enacted in 1938, Dr. Gottlieb said. The agency
relies on the cosmetics industry to police itself. 1984 HQ Policing itself against the
use of Bone Saw's and Nerve Agents via President Dr. Putin MD and Dr. Prince
Salman MD. Dr. Prince Harry MD. Dr. Pope Francis MD. Policing itself, grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 Showing Off Greed; Mobs of Gas Station In Owners in Israel 'Hang'
the Jew Hero's diving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in
oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with dead-serious Money in this War
rivalry selling gas world wide, bone saw Prince has been assassinating people for
decades and decades. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 Mobs of Alcoholics; arteries suddenly close, cutting off blood to the
brain. In younger patients, this narrowing often is caused by the use of stimulants
or drugs that interfere with the neurotransmitter serotonin. But many people never
know they have an underlying problem until they suffer a stroke. Amazon 1 Click IP
invention Projects with links to specs and genius tutors. WHO at Coors or Russian
Vodka knows what molecules interfere with the neurotransmitter serotonin. The
FDA is not up to looking this up. Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of the Diagnosis for Luke
Perry’s death, following a massive stroke, is both a tragedy and a bit of a
mystery. The actor was just 52 years old. By Gina Kolata and Gina didn't write up
any history of cocaine or alcohol etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 Trillions of Galaxies and Human History Written by the Warrior Kings.
NASA is writing about Mars not Andromeda or the Milky Way Alienated by
Warriors who let Star Wars air but not a NASA produced and directed Star
Wars, Disney and Pixar! NASA adds specs and Genius Tutors! Rocket Scientists
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don't grow up to be Presidents of the USA, we have Trump. Safer driving on Earth
from facts in the Universe. McCain will be in Hells prison for all Eternity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 New York City bureaucracy is unwelcoming to the tabletop charcoal grills
seen in Hanoi, so an electric grill under a metal screen is embedded in each table.
Hanoi MD's writing Art of the Diagnosis of Charcoal grills in the Hanoi Times have
to wait for Star Wars MD Times, grin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-6-2019 
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Illuminating the Risks of Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions...
earning $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with dead-
serious Money in this War rivalry selling gas world wide. 
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Illuminating the Risks of Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Illuminating the Risks of Star War Gravity Engine and Rx Pink Latte Recipe. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-5-2019 AT&T has in recent days altered its leadership team with an eye toward
reinvention. Amazon, Netflix, Apple, Google and Facebook have become dominant
players in Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies. 400 times faster than the speed of
light Headlines and Editorials in the NY Times have so far failed to be the
Illumination of Star War Gravity Engine and 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects
with links to 1,001 IP with specs and genius tutors. Exxon/Mobil and BP Oil have
Mobs of Gas Stations owners who want to sell Trump $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of
July 2019. A War Crime with the Black Clouds of Diesel in the forecast for all of
2019. Save the Children quote has been censored by the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. Jimmy Carter's grandchildren have birth defects and skin cancers. Star Wars
battle with Walt Disney starts with the Gravity Engine Invention Project Movie
never made by Disney before. iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all
your GE appliances and finally 400 times faster than the speed of light.
Brainstorming dialog censored by Disney for Steve Jobs Toys and Pixar movies.
“We just needed to get them to sing and dance differently and have them take
different approaches,” to 12 Trillion Galaxies and War on Earth over Oil Revenues
instead of Star Wars Invention Projects. Apple plans to unveil its streaming
effort, with new programming, this year. NASA is the One who needs to unveil its
streaming list of 1,001 Star Wars and Galaxy revealing inventions, Soundblaster to
hear the 12 Trillion Galaxies before the Mobs of gas station owners burn down the
Earth for money $$$. AT&T was handcuffed by Prince Salman's $777 Trillion in
Blood Money Bribes, Kickbacks, Secret Swiss Bank accounts the Swiss want to Keep
Secret. Amazon will publish this book titled "Secret Swiss Bank Accounts" in 2019.
No the NY Times Editors will not mention Secret Swiss Bank Accounts not even at
the office, grin! Biden's Moon shot for a brain cancer cure, real need for deeper
level higher up like a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project for Brain + Breast
Cancer cure or 1984 White men will be sending 40,000 dead pink women to
Arlington with McCains Daughter protesting! 
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3-5-2019 Prince Salman shipped Bone Saw's to Moscow on Monday. Putin shipped
Nerve Agents to Prince Salman on Tuesday. Mark Galeotti, an expert on the
Russian intelligence services, wrote in an op-ed in The Moscow Times on Monday
that while Russia has of late appeared to step back from its most aggressive
actions, “the battle goes on.” “The Kremlin is enjoying the reputation of being a
swashbuckling maverick, ruthless, dangerous and decisive,” he wrote. “This has a
certain value, not least in deterring the fainthearted.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-5-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR must escape from the
Israel Mos ha then Prince Salman then Putin into order to win a victory over Mecca
and Allah... not least in deterring the fainthearted with a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
worth $777 Trillion dollars and 12 Trillion Galaxies with as many Jewish Aliens.
Putin and Salman will lose this Star Wars its written in the Stars not in the NY
Times, grin as they are the fainthearted with Mobs of gas station owners
subscribing to the NY Times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-5-2019 MD test, Art of the Diagnosis. "Texas Says Most of Its Students
Aren’t Reading at Grade Level. But Are Its Tests Fair?" By DANA GOLDSTEIN
and MANNY FERNANDEZ 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's superconductive super cold
-254 C electric turbine generators putting out trillions of volts and amps. Amazon
1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of
these are Tornados and Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air...
untill they are nuked with -254 C snow balls or really hot lasers. Texas has been
giving out test for Oil Drilling and sale of gasoline to millions of gas stations not
selling 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out in a Disney Movie for kids. Even the
Heater forecast for Texas schools are doctored as Black Clouds of Diesel are not
allowed in Texas. A Climate in Texas That Subverts Climate Science of Black
Clouds of Diesel in the Traffic Ahead. Doctors are tested with birth defects and
childhood cancers West Point Cadets Subvert on their Test scores. Trump does not
accept the world of Doctors, MD's! Pink Ivanka telling dad I'm a Small Fry Fish
like Steve jobs daughter Lisa. If you were a MD you would be at war with cancer
not Kim! The ‘Dr. Kim Dr. Trump Failure’ Summit Isn’t So Funny in Seoul for women
with breast cancer! 
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3-5-2019 Thanks to Moscow, Texas, Saudi Arabia, A global study from
Greenpeace and a software company found that India, Bangladesh and Pakistan had
the most polluted air. This translates into Oil money War Crimes by Mobs of gas
station owners. Ford WindmillCAR Peace and Exodus was censored out of this
article. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-5-2019 Thanks to Jimmy Carter's Georgia richer than Qatar, mental health of
Jimmy and his wife was poor. Ulysses S. Grant, inaugurated as president 150
years ago today, missed a chance to reconstruct the South economically as well as
politically. Jimmy Carter's Georgia richer than Qatar, no and even worst Jimmy
Carter gave gas station loot from Miami, Cuba all $777 Trillion to Qatar. On
streets in Georgia and Key West. On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of
Life. Pollution Is Spoiling the Rush. Every evening, thousands of runners, wrestlers,
soccer players and fitness fanatics exercise on the beaches and streets of
Senegal’s capital. With every breath, they inhale increasingly dangerous air. By
DIONNE SEARCEY and JAIME YAYA BARRY Thanks to Jimmy Carter's Georgia
richer than Qatar... The Patient’s Wife Thought Her Husband Was Being Treated
for the Wrong Disease. She Was Right. As she watched her husband deteriorate,
she pushed doctors to rethink what they were doing to Jimmy Carter and the air 4
billion in his Habitat for Humanity breath. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-5-2019 Thanks to 24/7 A/C in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in NYC and Key
West this Summer you will not be getting into a Hot Car in a Heat Wave... Ocean
Heat Waves Are Threatening Marine Life Scientists say the sudden increases are
becoming more common and longer, and are killing species vital to many ecosystems.
100 kids died in hot cars last summer and this summer we still don't have A/C
24/7 climate control in our cars in NYC and Key West. 
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Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars... most
of this has been spent on a fleet of Key West Nuke Subs and Ships via USS
Jimmy Carters. No Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Ships bigger than a
carrier have been built. The White House Admiral MD is drunk on the Job. Steve
Jobs Small Fry and Ivanka will get 'Pink Graves' at Arlington with McCain's
Daughter protesting. McCain is in Hells prison for all Eternity! 

  
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of these are Tornados and
Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air... untill they are nuked with
-254 C snow balls or really hot lasers. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. One IP invention project will be
Star Wars Insulin you inject once a year!! "Eli Lilly Will Sell Half-Price Version of
Humalog, Its Popular Insulin" The drugmaker’s decision to sell a generic version
comes with the industry under pressure to do something about rising list prices. By
KATIE THOMAS Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects will do something
about inventing Star Wars Rx Drugs that cure and last much longer... Star Wars
Flu Shot invention project anyone? 1 Click Amazon!! 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2011 Qatar as Poor as India and India as Rich as Qatar or Nuke war with
Pakistan eventually. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will lead India to nuke wars with
Pakistan and get rich selling arms to both sides. "After India Loses Dogfight to
Pakistan, Questions Arise About Its ‘Vintage’ Military $$$ in need of F-35's. Or
in need of the richest citizens in the world... which way will they turn in their 1
billion Ford WindmillCAR's? The Jew Hero will help them make the right turn into
Exodus of 12 Trillion Galaxies! "Guaidó Vows a Prompt Return to Venezuela, as
Unity Starts to Fray" By NICHOLAS CASEY Casey at the NY Times write he vows
to sell gas in India and Key West at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July with Trump's
Parade. Trumps 4th of July Parade 2019 is celebrating $4 a gallon gas on the 4th
of July. 
 
 
 
 
 
Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts they
sold all their Girl Scout cookies to Trump and Kim. "Not ‘My Grandfather’s Boy
Scout Troop’: It’s Now for Girls, Too" By DEREK M. NORMAN 2 White Men at
Scout HQ 1984 have known about Rx Recipes for years yet never baked any for
the troops. Mom in Pink will start baking Rx Recipes for the Girl Scouts MD girls. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table... Anyone running for President in 2020 must have a cure for the Presidents
Brain Cancer, a Star Wars Rx Recipe for Brain Cancer for all the World's
Presidents. Homeland Security will scan everyone else for brain cancers as they
Leave Disneyland for Exodus into the Universe thanks to the Jew Hero's driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan $$$. How Giuliani Might
Take Down Trump.The parallels between the Mafia and the Trump Organization are
striking, and Giuliani perfected the template for prosecuting organized crime.
Prosecuting 'War Crime' how Might We Take Down the World's Military for Exodus
to Sirius? A human, on Sirius in 3019. Man Discovers He Has a Disease Most
People Thought No Longer Existed... 'War!' 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Long Time Ago at the NY Times on the 55th floor they write about...
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"The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" Today in Key
West we buy our time waiting for the NY Times headlines and picture showing 25
Trump Towers in the Key West Skyline and the Headlines "Yale Key West Medical
School" with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers! New Yorkers Finding a Caribbean Home is fine for Madonna. The rest of
the 4 billion people on Earth need some Elite MD's and art of the diagnosis and
treatment at a Star Wars Yale Medical School. Building a 'Freedom Towers'
medical school after 9/11 was the NY Times leaving NYC like Amazon. Can the NY
Times leave NYC like Amazon? No but they left for the Caribbean without wooing
anyone to become a MD in NYC. Free Medical School is really Medical School
Students paid more than West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity.
Steve Jobs with Cancer it's better to be a Medical Student than join the Key
West Navy. Dr. Jimmy Carter MD and God save us Dr. McCain MD Admiral. The
name Mafolie is from the French and means “my madness, my obsession.” "My
father is a university professor, a scientist skeptical of what he calls my “humanist
love of place.” And yet he was the one who kept a framed pair of maps of St.
Thomas, the biggest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, on the wall behind his dining room
chair all the years I was growing up. He is the one who said the view from Mafolie
had been described as the “eighth wonder of the world.” "I stayed at the Mafolie
Hotel which was built precipitously into the hillside below the original 42-acre
estate when my father was little. It’s a compact place, more vertical than
horizontal, with rooms and terraces across five levels, all beautifully landscaped,
and a view of Charlotte Amalie harbor as magnificent as the one from the private
houses above it. The hotel came through the hurricanes of 2017, Irma and Maria,
relatively intact, and for months afterward housed relief workers and members of
the Army Corps of Engineers. It has now fully reopened to tourists." By Jessica
Francis Kane. Many New Yorkers will Stay at the 'Freedom Towers Hospital" would
have if it was built by editorials written in the NY Times. "Madonna Medical School
in the Caribbean!" 

  
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 A tornado at least a half-mile
wide with 136 to 165 m.p.h. winds — or an EF-3 tornado on the Enhanced Fujita
scale at 1 p.m. Sunday. In the hours that followed, a cluster of storms ripped
through the Southeast, spawning multiple tornadoes, killing at least 23 and leaving
a trail of rubble. As the storms pushed east, the tornadoes would leave a path of
destruction that stretched from Alabama into Florida and Georgia. The reported
deaths were all in Lee County, Ala., where two tornadoes — one at least a half-
mile wide — wrecked homes and uprooted trees. It was unclear Sunday night
whether the deaths had occurred in various locations or all in one place. Dozens of
people were sent to hospitals. 

  
 
 
 
 
Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 
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2011 outbreak, which spawned more than 60 tornadoes in Alabama and led to more
than 230 fatalities in the state, some communities ordered upgrades to storm
shelters, and residents became extraordinarily sensitive about even the threat of
poor weather. 

  
 
 
 
 
...“fairly classic” pattern for March, where colder air mixes with warmer air... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of these are Tornados and
Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air... untill they are nuked with
-254 C snow balls or really hot lasers. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. One IP invention project will be
Star Wars Insulin you inject once a year!! "Eli Lilly Will Sell Half-Price Version of
Humalog, Its Popular Insulin" The drugmaker’s decision to sell a generic version
comes with the industry under pressure to do something about rising list prices. By
KATIE THOMAS Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects will do something
about inventing Star Wars Rx Drugs that cure and last much longer... Star Wars
Flu Shot invention project anyone? 1 Click Amazon!! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 British Intelligence agencies are
not telling all the Bone Saw and Nerve Agent attacks to the Public and what's the
future of Bone Saw and Nerve Agent Star Wars killings. Son of Novichok Victim
Makes a Plea to Putin: British Intelligence didn't tell him today Putin is spending
$1 Trillion on a Star Wars Nerve agent that activates 84 hours after he gives you
the high five! Bone Saw agents from Prince Salman are hiding from the video and
audio in military exercises today. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 British Intelligence agencies are
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not telling all... to the public! 
  

 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 "That Dusty Apple Macintosh Plus From the ’80s? It Could End Up on
TV" 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table... 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table... and the women will be waiting for her orders of Rx Pink Latte a Recipe
that cures breast-ovary cancer in every stage in 8 days. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Time it may take more Time as the new God Particle at CERN. And it
may take more Time to put a End to Every Gas Station world wide. The Jew Hero
is driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCar, It may take more time, and it may require
cutting a deal with Mr. Maduro that would grant him and his cronies safe passage
to refuge elsewhere, but maintaining a vociferous front of the Venezuelan
opposition and a broad array of countries of all ideological leanings remains, for
now, the best available option. This is todays editorial in the NY Times. Option to
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Manhattan is not a option, yet but give it
more time. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 In 2010, Texas’s top finance official said Amazon owed $269 million
because it had failed to pay sales taxes from 2005 to 2009. Amazon said it did
not need to collect the tax because Texas oil is illegal and a War Crime on Children
with birth defects and cancers. Texas Officials are waiting for Time and Qatar to
be charged with oil war crimes first. The company now operates about 20 sites in
Texas, is Amazon in Qatar? 
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3-4-2019 Flint and Detroit want the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR plant to grow bigger
than Amazon... No Queens will not get the Ford WindmillCAR plant! BP Oil and
London. "Does London Have the Answer to New York’s Public Housing Problem?" Is
Los Angeles going to let the 2019 Ford RV Home park with immunity? Model T for
the RV Home Owners. Or will we hire Qatar to build 40,000 Trump Towers in LA. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, summed up this view last year:
“If big tech companies are going to turn their back on the U.S. Department of
Defense, this country is going to be in trouble.” 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and Oracle are all battling over a Defense
Department cloud-computing contract, known as Project JEDI, that will be worth
as much as $10 billion to the winning bidder. Black Clouds of Diesel and Mobs of
Gas Station owners... this is our George Orwell future! In 1965, Dow Chemical, a
Michigan-based chemicals manufacturer, was awarded a $5 million Department of
Defense contract to produce napalm, a highly incendiary chemical used by American
troops during the Vietnam War. Fiery Wrecks and all the wrongful deaths. 2019
Ford WindmillCAR can win all these suits against the Pentagon and Swiss Banks. But
over the next few years, as Americans began seeing gruesome images of South
Vietnamese children with horrific napalm burns, the antiwar movement set its
sights on the company. Cohen is just one of millions with a Secret Swiss Bank
Account. Wait until Americans begin seeing all the Secret Swiss Bank accounts
from Prince Salman. Dow Chemical merged with DuPont in 2017. Exxon merged with
Mobil. All told, the $5 million napalm contract most likely cost Dow Chemical
billions of dollars. And it was the kind of unforced error that could have been
avoided if company executives had listened to early signs of opposition, done some
risk analysis and changed course. 1980 Jimmy Carter agreed to raise $777 Trillion
for Oil Men by 2019. War profiteer given a scam Nobel Peace Prize to Jimmy
Carter, these has been no Peace since 1980. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 Long Time Ago at the NY Times on the 55th floor they write about...
"The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" Today in Key
West we buy our time waiting for the NY Times headlines and picture showing 25
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Trump Towers in the Key West Skyline and the Headlines "Yale Key West Medical
School" with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers! New Yorkers Finding a Caribbean Home is fine for Madonna. The rest of
the 4 billion people on Earth need some Elite MD's and art of the diagnosis and
treatment at a Star Wars Yale Medical School. Building a 'Freedom Towers'
medical school after 9/11 was the NY Times leaving NYC like Amazon. Can the NY
Times leave NYC like Amazon? No but they left for the Caribbean without wooing
anyone to become a MD in NYC. Free Medical School is really Medical School
Students paid more than West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity.
Steve Jobs with Cancer it's better to be a Medical Student than join the Key
West Navy. Dr. Jimmy Carter MD and God save us Dr. McCain MD Admiral. The
name Mafolie is from the French and means “my madness, my obsession.” "My
father is a university professor, a scientist skeptical of what he calls my “humanist
love of place.” And yet he was the one who kept a framed pair of maps of St.
Thomas, the biggest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, on the wall behind his dining room
chair all the years I was growing up. He is the one who said the view from Mafolie
had been described as the “eighth wonder of the world.” "I stayed at the Mafolie
Hotel which was built precipitously into the hillside below the original 42-acre
estate when my father was little. It’s a compact place, more vertical than
horizontal, with rooms and terraces across five levels, all beautifully landscaped,
and a view of Charlotte Amalie harbor as magnificent as the one from the private
houses above it. The hotel came through the hurricanes of 2017, Irma and Maria,
relatively intact, and for months afterward housed relief workers and members of
the Army Corps of Engineers. It has now fully reopened to tourists." By Jessica
Francis Kane. Many New Yorkers will Stay at the 'Freedom Towers Hospital" would
have if it was built by editorials written in the NY Times. "Madonna Medical School
in the Caribbean!" 

  
 
 
 
 
3-4-2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Kim-Trump look over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming
through her breast... both walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the
Starbucks Pink Latte!! 
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The ‘Dr. Kim Dr. Trump Failure’ Summit Isn’t So Funny in Seoul for women with
breast cancer! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 International War on Cancer was Just Lost by Trump-Kim, mostly by
Trump. Small Fry Ivanka will be the biggest loser in Trumps Vietnamn history.
Steve Jobs was a relentless entrepreneur. Both an innovator and a visionary, he
was also a legend during his life, which is a rarity. And with a net worth estimated
to be just over $10B when he died in 2011, he was no stranger to making a
business successful. He was also quite opinionated. Never one to pull punches, his
candid thoughts on business, art, entrepreneurship, and how to make the most of
life dying from cancer that goes on and on because of 'War'. "It's better to be a
pirate than to join the Key West Navy." Pirate with Small Fry Women beating out
the Adimiral MD drunk on the job brainstorming the Rx Pink Recipe hacked from 4
trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Securets. This is not Small Fry Hacking you need Gina
at the CIA. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues. Millions have died from cancer since 3-4-11 because Trump left Vietnam
with out a Rx Pink Latte from the Hanoi, Starbucks. Dr. Jane Fonda MD's Noble
for the cure of Breast Cancer was also lost in Vietnam. "Getting fired from Apple
was the best thing that could have ever happened to me." Getting Oppenheimer
fired from Los Alamos for refusing to build H-Bombs was a mistake! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in
oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with dead-serious Money in this War
rivalry selling gas world wide. 
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3-3-2019 Jewish Exodus; "Can Israel Survive Without Netanyahu? Israelis
Imagine the Future of Victory over Mecca and Allah the Day Netanyahu is
arrested for killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!" Contempt
for Exodus by Netanyahu! Sanctions on total victory over Mecca and Allah by the
Jew King Netanyahu. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion
people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$How the Trump-Kim Summit Failed: Big Threats,
Big Egos, Bad Bets. President Trump and Kim Jong-un of North Korea had
dramatically different visions of what “denuclearization” meant, dooming their deal.
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Our Deal is still Alive and Well in Key West with the Jew Hero's
Winning 2 Nobles that would have gone to Kim and Trump for driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Vietnam, China, Mecca, Manhattan and finally Korea. Done Deal
is the End to Gas Stations World Wide, but Qatar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Russian Jews “denuclearization” means Exodus into a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens, the last oil Czar is Putin and the last
gas station in Russian and Moscow will be history. Dooming Earth to oil and gas
bone saw Czars and Prince Salman has been going on since Jimmy Carter saw the
first Ford WindmillCAR in 1980. Toss Jimmy Carter a bone, McCain is in Hells
Prison for all eternity! Climate Change Message Jimmy Carters grandchildren want
to hear from him is diesel again today in the air you breath. No this is the
Message Jimmy Carter gives his grandchildren about todays climate of diesel and
exhaust in the traffic ahead. There are no high tech particle detection machines in
the front seat or on the dash they have been sanctioned by Trump-Salman. Diesel
Clouds and partly cloudy forecast. You will never read about Diesel Clouds Today in
the NY Times or Washington Post Headlines. No Shield From Myanmar Military or
the gas guzzling Pentagon Motor Pool polluting the air and water Jimmy Carters
grand children drink and breath. Millions of Moslems are hidden in China along with
Birth defect kids. DNA was not made for Diesel and gas exhaust goings on. Mobs
of gas stations owners world wide are killing millions of people. Gas Station Con by
Trump-Salamn. How Jeff Bezos Went to Hollywood and Lost Control of Amazon's
Nobel he could have won with the Russian Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and of course making headline for taking a 2nd Wife and wanting
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Trump to write a executive order making Polygamous marriage in the USA legal like
Saudi Arabia. When women control the Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion dollars there
will be a Pink Manhattan Project not just a Biden Brain Cancer Cheap Moon Shot.
Trump must have brain cancer coming home from Vietnam. Was there any diesel in
the air in Vietnam? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 9/11 and Jimmy Carter's 1980 Ford WindmillCAR; "Today Germany
Investigates Why Convicted 9/11 Accomplice Received Prison Wages" By
CHRISTOPHER F. SCHUETZE Chris censored out Jimmy Carters 1980 Ford
windmillCAR Wages of Trillions and No 9/11 attack. Saudi Arabia Is Said to Have
Tortured an American Citizen a Doctor. Yale Medical School has a class Titled
"Bone Saw Dictators and Doctors". The Bone Saw Dictators fail the course on
Humanity and the Doctors brainstorm a diagnostic Rx Cure for Bone Saw Dictators.
"U.S. and Tunisia Are Fighting Militants Together. Just Don’t Ask Them About It."
Doctors are fighting DNA Mutations caused by the Climate of Diesel Clouds over
the Pentagon today. Sun and Skin Cancer just don't as the Pentagon about skin
cancer statistics and its research on #1,000 Sun Block. No Jimmy Carter is not
promoting skin cancer prevention in Georgia in his Sunday's sermon. Mobs of Gas
stations owners are marching in Georgia. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Star Wars Exodus Russian Jew Hero winning the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
for the World's Jews, defeating Prince Salman, Mecca and Allah. Zhores Alferov,
Russian Physicist and Nobel Prize Winner, Dies at 88, winning the Lenin Prize,
Soviet science’s highest honor, in 1972; becoming director of Ioffe in 1987; and
heading the Leningrad-St. Petersburg branch of the Academy of Sciences in 1989.
In the mid-1990s, he was obliged to accept support from his old rivals in America.
The United States Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as “Star Wars,”
helped finance Ioffe and half a dozen other Russian research centers for several
years. Russian Jew Hero winning the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... 1980 to 2019 and
sanctions by Trump-Salman-Putin go on. 

  
 



3/8/2019 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 39/745

 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 "The Young Suicide Bomber Who Brought India and Pakistan to the Brink
of Nuclear War" By BASHARAT PEER WHO at the UN us keeping the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR secret from India and Pakistan, these are the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ at the UN who are fire bombing gas engine cars gas tanks in collisions. Brink
of Exodus by the Jews in the 2019 Ford windmillCAR can save having a Nuclear
War in India and Pakistan. Remember McCain is in Hells Prison for all Eternity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 "Amazon, the Door’s Still Open" by the Editors of the NY Times Today.
Door to the WindmillCAR's garage is starting to Open. NY Times editors closed the
Door on 9/11. Amazon, the Door to building the Gravity Engine is open with 1 Click
Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors opening 1,001 IP invention projects.
Freedom Towers is the Amazon Medical School at the Cape with NASA MD's
opening the doors to 4 billion patients. 200,000 Patients from Saudi Arabia in
2019 will fill NYC hospitals, they don't need Amazon Jobs. 200,000 Patients from
Saudi Arabia in 2019 this is who the editors of the Times hold the door open for.
"In Aspen’s Shadow, Snowmass Builds an Identity of Its Own, Aspen, Vail, Lake
Geneva are all owned by Prince Salman 100%." Mobs of Gas Station Owners World
Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in oil revenues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 Jewish Exodus; "Can Israel Survive Without Netanyahu? Israelis
Imagine the Future of Victory over Mecca and Allah the Day Netanyahu is
arrested for killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!" Contempt
for Exodus by Netanyahu! Sanctions on total victory over Mecca and Allah by the
Jew King Netanyahu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 "Idealism can eventually bow to financial pressure, and artificial
intelligence companies can change course." Mobs of Gas Station Owners were
promised Paradise by the Federal Government. Cloud cover of diesel clouds took
forever to make the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post but when
they do black rain soaking all the Childrens DNA will be a emergency. 



3/8/2019 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 40/745

 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 In the mid-1990s, he was obliged to accept support from his old rivals
in America. The United States Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as “Star
Wars,” helped finance Ioffe and a half dozen other Russian research centers for
several years... "It's better to be a pirate after the Rx Pink Recipe Latte than to
join the Key West Navy." 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Jimmy Carter must
have a vision of Hell in mine! Mind! Dr. Alferov becoming director of Ioffe in 1987.
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD not hired at Los Alamos in 1987. These guys are taking
apart H-Bombs and putting them back together. The 1987 Ford windmillCAR is just
a Secret file at Los Alamos. Faith in science and its universal benefits remained
Dr. Alferov’s true credo. “All that was made by human beings, in principle, was
made due to science,” he said after accepting the Nobel Prize. Kim-Trump look
over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming through her breast... both
walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-3-2019 
 
 
 
 
 
3-2-2019 Qatar with 40,000 Trump Towers all Paid for by Trump Salman Gas
Stations in Miami, Cuba. “I drove down the boulevards, and I saw all of the
buildings under construction and how Vietnam is thriving,” Mr. Trump told Mr.
Trong on Wednesday. “You really are an example as to what can happen with good
thinking.” Vietnamese officials stressed how Vietnam could serve as a model for
North Korea. Mr. Kim would most likely visit a high-tech park or the factory for
the country’s first domestic automaker. Ho Chi Minh diesel cars with spray painted
black clouds of diesel exhaust for grandchildren to breath... Jimmy Carter is the
war criminal here and there. “We recognize that socialism has some shortcomings
when it comes to gas engine cars gas stations and fiery wrecks... Exxon/Mobil BP
Oil Bone Saw Elite. Pink women world wide have expressed frustration with
Warriors with Brain Cancer who con them with a Moon Shot when they have $777
Trillion dollars in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts. What's next, South Korea and Kim
will end the Korean War and put sanctions on Trump from any Nobel Peace Prize
then they will brainstorm the Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink Recipe Latte at
Hanoi, Starbucks. Rx Cure for all stages of breast cancer in 8 days. Admirals will
visit Hanoi for a Brain Cancer Latte. 
 


